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Abstract

A dual-element, stretched-membrane central receiver heliostat was designed and
manufactured in 1989, by a private U.S. company engaged in the development of
commercialcentral receiversolar technology. The two-modulecollector,with a collection
area of 97.5 m2, extends stretched-membrane mirror technologyon several fronts with
face-down stow capabilityand a digital controllerthat integrates trackir, and focusing
control on a single programmable control board. The solar collectorwas installedat
Sandia's NationalSolar ThermalTest Facilityin Albuquerque,New Mexico and evaluated
over a three-and-a-half year period which ended in September 1993. The measured
performance and the operational and maintenance characteristicsof this commercial
prototype are the subject of this report. The results of beam quality measurements,
tracking repeatability tests, measurements of beam movement in elevated winds,
performance testsof the focusingsystem,and all-daybeam qualityand trackingtestsare
presented, and we offer a detaileddiscussionof the knowledgegained throughoperation
and maintenanceandof the improvementsmade orsuggestedto the heliostat'sdesign.

MASTER
1Thisworkwas performedat SandiaNationalLaboratories,Albuquerque,NewMexico,and is
supportedby the U.S.Departmentof EnergyundercontractDE-AC04-94AL85000.
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1. Introduction

In 1989, a prototype solar collector was designed by a U.S. solar technology firm, Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC), under contract to Sandia National
Laboratories and then manufactured and installed by the firm at Sandia's National Solar
Thermal Test Facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The heliostat is SAIC's third-
generation design of a stretched-membrane type collector.

This document reports the results of the testing and evaluation of that collector, which took
place from late spring of 1991 until the summer of 1993. The report is organized around
the two primary functions of stretched-membrane heliostats, tracking (keeping the
collected solar beam on the receiver target) and focusing (maintaining the collector
surface at the desired curvature).

Figure 1: The SAIC Dual-Element Stretched-Membrane Heliostat

1.1. Recent Development History of Stretched-Membrane Collectors

Heliostat research anddevelopmentis part of an ongoingnationaleffort,sponsoredby the
United StatesDepartment of Energy, to developcentralreceivertechnologiesto harness
solar energy for the generation of electricity. Because solar collectors, called heliostats,
are the single most expensive subsystem of a central receiver plant, investments in re-
search and development are aimed at improving performance and lowering cost.

The first heliostats produced in the program utilized glass mirrors [1 and 2], but in the mid-
1980s heliostat designers in the program began to explore and develop mirror modules
made of lightweight, flexible membranes upon which thin reflective films are applied. The
first commercial use of membrane-type mirror modules in this country was by LaJet in a



solar-powered electric plant in San Diego which employed point-focusing dishes
composed of 1.5-meter diameter stretched-membrane facets. In 1986, the first full-sized
(50 m2) stretched-membrane heliostat mirror modules were built under contract to Sandia
by two U.S. solar technology companies, Science Applications International Corporation
and Solar Kinetics Incorporated [3]. Second-generation prototype stretched-membrane
heliostats were subsequently designed and manufactured by both firms between 1988 and
1989.

SAIC, as part of the design effort that led to its third-generation stretched-membrane
heliostat that is the subject of this report, performed a manufacturing study [4], which
produced estimates for the cost of manufacturing the dual-element heliostat and its
lifetime operation and maintenance. Based on assumed production quantities of 5,000
units per year, the estimated installed cost in 1989 U.S. dollars is $107/m2 ($10/ft2) and
the lifetime cost is $139/m2 ($13/ft2). This represents a reduction in cost of 20%,
compared with SAIC's estimate for the cost of the pedestal-mounted single-module
stretched-membrane heliostats.

It is interesting to compare these cost estimates to those for glass-metal heliostats. A
recent estimate for the installed cost of a glass-metal heliostat was provided by a
manufacturing cost study performed in 1988 for a U.S. electric utility [5]. The installed cost
was estimated at $135/m2 (also in 1989 U.S. dollars),2 based on an assumed production
rate of 25,000 units at a steady rate over a ten-year period (half the rate used in SAIC's
cost study). (Estimates of operations and maintenance costs were not provided.) One
can conclude that dual-element stretched-membrane heliostats represent a very
competitive option to glass-metal heliostats provided that the life of reflective films can be
extended or an inexpensive way devised for their periodic replacement on installed
stretched-membrane heliostats.

1.2. Description of the SAIC Dual-Element Heliostat

A principle goal of SAIC's design effort, which resulted in the dual-element stretched-
membrane heliostat, was to "determine if there are cost-effective alternatives to the
pedestal heliostat design and to pursue the most promising of these alternatives." [4]
One particular drawback of the pedestal-mounted single-module stretched-membrane
heliostats is their inability to stow the mirror module in the face-down orientation; this
results in increased degradation of the reflective material, increased soiling rates, and
vulnerability to hail. The guiding objectives in the design of the SAIC dual-element
stretched-membrane heliostat were to effect "cost savings in mass production and
performance improvements over current pedestal-mounted designs by allowing face-down
stow, by reducing drive component costs, and by optimizing the structure for the
characteristics of stretched-membrane heliostats." [4]

Beninga et al. [4] provide a detailed description of the SAIC dual-element stretched-
membrane heliostat, and the following description draws freely from that document.

2Theutilitystudy'sestimatewas, in 1988U.S.dollars,$131/m2,whichI haveconvertedto 1989U.S.
dollarsbasedon the ProducerPriceIndexfordurable(non-food)consumergoods,TableB-61,page
867, "EconomicReportto the PresidentTransmittedto the Congress,February,1992,"U.S.
GovernmentPrintingOffice,1992.



The rear view of the heliostat depicted in Figure 1 provides a good vantage point for its
description. Two 50-m2 mirror modules are mounted on a torque-tube drive assembly and
each is supported along its circumference at three equidistant points: two trusses joined to
the outer end of each of the elevation torque tubes extend to attachment brackets at the
perimeter of each mirror module. A third bracket supports each mirror module and
attaches directly to the torque tube. The torque tubes are attached to either side of the
elevation drive, and the azimuth drive, which is located beneath the elevation drive, is
mounted atop a steel-tube pedestal set in a concrete foundation.

The drives chosen for use in the dual-element heliostat are series planetary and worm-
type drives manufactured by Peerless-Winsmith and powered by 1/4 HP 90VDC motors.
Hall-effect encoders are incorporated into the drive motors to provide angular position
feedback to the tracking control function. Limit switches positioned at the limits of safe
travel in elevation and azimuth provide a mechanical disconnection of power to the
associated drive motor. Another set of switches provide azimuth and elevation reference
positions for the heliostat.

Each mirror module can be described as a shallow drum whose front and rear membranes
are made of 0.005-inch stainless steel foil. The steel (type 201) membranes are welded to
an (A500) carbon steel ring to form a closed airtight plenum. A silvered polymer reflective
film (ECP-305) is bonded to the front membrane to form the module's optical (energy-
reflecting) surface. To concentrate solar energy, this surface can, during on-sun
operation, be drawn into a concave, light-focusing shape by exploitation of the principle of
constant-volume described in detail further on.

Tracking and focusing functions are micro-processor controlled; these processors and
their associated electronics are integrated onto a single control board, which is housed in
a weather-tight enclosure affixed chest-high to the heliostat pedestal. The SAIC stretched-
membrane heliostat control board is one of the first prototype controllers to emerge from
the DOE development program that integrates focus control and tracking functions in a
single control board. This heliostat controller was developed under this program expressly
for the dual-module heliostat.

The external interface for the heliostat control board is a personal computer (PC)
connected to the heliostat control board over a serial-type interface. During our evaluation,
the physical separation of the control board and the PC was approximately 700 feet.

1.2.1. Tracking System

The drivesof the SAIC dual-elementstretched-membraneheliostatare a Peerless-
WinsmithModel 1151 elevation/azimuthdrive unit. Bothdrivesconsistof a firststage
planetarygear and a secondstage(output)wormgear whichresultsin a combinedgear
ratioof 18,400:1. These drives,whichare of a self-lockingdesign,were manufacturedby
Peerless-Winsmithfor the DOE'ssecondgenerationheliostatprogram;theywere
subsequentlyemployedby ARGO inheliostatsand photovoltaictrackersfor three
commercialapplications,a solar-steamgeneratorfor enhancedoil-recoveryin Taft,
California,and twophotovoltaicsystemsin California,oneat CarrissaPlains and the other
at the LUGO plantnorth of San Bernardino. The drivesare poweredby 90-VDC electric
motors. They movethe heliostat(in azimuthand elevation)at a rate inthe range from



0.34° to 0.37° per second, and, during a 10-hour day for the operation, they consume
580 +/- 50 WH.3

The Winsmith drives employed by the heliostat are early production units that were
discovered to have excessive play or movement between the input and output gears.
Details on this are provided in the Section 2 under "Play In Azimuth Drive Gear &
Resulting Drive-Motor Reversals."

The drive controllers are a part of heliostat control board. They employ Hall-effect type
encoders to keep track of motor turns and heliostat position. Given the 18,400-to-1 gear
ratio of the drives, it takes 51 revolutions of the drive motor to move the heliostat 1 degree.
The result is that there are 0.02° or 0.34 mr per motor revolution. The Hall-effect encoders
are mounted upon the output shafts of the drive motors and generate detectable pulses as
the motor shaft rotates, 240 pulses per full revolution of the shaft. The pulses are counted
by a dedicated pulse-counter chip incorporated into the heliostat controller.

1.2.2. Optical System

The modules'silveredreflectivefilm maintainedstableand highreflectivityduringthe
evaluationperiod. The firstmeasurementof module(solar-averagedspecular)reflectivity
was made in November 1990 (a yearafter the installationof the heliostat);the clean-mirror
measured reflectanceat that timewas 0.94 (+/- 0.015). The lastmeasurement,made in
August 1993, yie!deda clean-mirrorvalue of 0.93 (+/- 0.015). Thus, the degradationof the
film'ssolar-averagedspecularreflectancewas undetectable.The solarexposureof the
reflectivefilm duringthe evaluationperiod(three-and-a-halfyears)was considerablyless
thanwouldbe expectedin a workingheliostatfield sincewe operatedthe heliostat
perhapsa total of 150 days. Up untilthe end of the evaluationperiod(August1993), there
was no observabledelaminationinthe film'slayers,nor evidenceof corrosionof the film.

One of the benefitsof thisheliostat'sdesignis itsabilityto be stowedface-down,which
reduces exposure of the reflective film to sunlight (particularly the degrading effects of
ultraviolet sunlight), minimizes mirror soiling, and protects the reflective surface from
damage by hailstones. By the end of the evaluation period, the numerous indentations
from hail evident on the rear membrane of the mirror modules provided dramatic evidence
of the value of the face-down stow.

Heliostat Focusing Mechanism

The system employed to focus the mirror modules has been patented by SAIC. The
focusing process which is depicted in Figure 2 makes use of the fact that the plenum
(volume of air) between the membranes is essentially sealed. A linear actuator, which is
connected to a pad in the middle of the rear membrane, provides the focusing action. A
linear voltage displacement transducer (LVDT), which is attached to the front membrane,
measures that membrane's position, and that measure is employed by the controller as
feedback in the focusing process.

When the linear actuator is retracted, a slight vacuum is created in the plenum between
the membranes, pulling the front membrane into a concave shape and focusing the
module. Likewise, extending the linear actuator pushes the rear membrane inward and
causes the front membrane to assume a convex, defocused shape. During focusing

3Thisinformationis basedon measurementsmadeduringtheevaluationperiod.



operations, the heliostat controller moves the linear actuator based on the position of the
front membrane as reported by the LVDT.

Since the module's plenum is not perfectly airtight, air leaks in gradually during the
focusing operation and, in compensation for this, the linear actuator retracts the rear
membrane. Eventually the actuator shaft reaches its limit of travel and the controller can
no longer maintain the focus. To reduce the plenum back to a workable volume of air the
controller opens the module's butterfly valve and moves the rear membrane inward to a
defined position (called the neutral position). This inward movement of the rear membrane
forces the expulsion of the excess air through the butterfly valve and temporarily
defocuses the module. After a suitable time delay to expel the air, the controller closes
the valve and resumes normal focusing operation. This control sequence for restoring the
plenum's air volume is called a

"burp cycle." Figure 2: Mirror Focusing Principle of the SAIC
Note thatduring on-sun operation Modules
the heliostatwouldbe defocused

focused neutral defocused
about 1/60th of the time since the

"burp" cycle takes approximately _ _ _L

45 seconds and the interval

between burps is about 45 .... -4- ...........--, _ -

minutes. In order to avoid _ __ _-!

defocusing the beams while
expelling excess air from the ........................
plenum, SAIC has considered mirrored surface

eliminating the focus system's
butterfly valve and employing a fan
that would be turned on periodically to blow air from the plenum.

1.2.3. Control and Electric Power Systems

The heliostat controller and the power-processing subsystem are housed together in a
weather-tight metal (type NEMA-12) enclosure mounted to the lower portion of the
heliostat's cylindrical pedestal.

The controller is a microprocessor board that incorporates control and power functions for
tracking and focusing. The control board includes a Motorola 68000 microprocessor with
64K of dynamic RAM and 64 K of EEPROM (programmable memory). For commercial
operation, the microprocessor is capable of being programmed to provide autonomous
heliostat operation. That is, the controller need receive only high-level commands from
the field control system; it can perform for itself ephemeris (sun-position) and tracking
calculations and can generate the command sequences to drive the heliostat's tracking
and focusing mechanisms. The control programming can be developed and compiled on
a personal computer and then downloaded onto the controller's EEPROM via a serial port.

It was SAIC's original intent to download the C-language control program onto the
controller, and to use a personal computer as the external interface with the controller. As
a result of a problem experienced in the downloading process, the PC was made the
platform for the control program which gives the controller its direction. SAIC eventually
solved the problem, but time and resource constraints prevented them from rewriting the
control program for direct use on the controller's processor. This is important, since some
of the problems experienced with the control program, particularly its slowness of



operation, were due to the slowness of the PC's processor and to the increased data
transfer requirements placed on the communications line between the controller and the
PC (a serial interface that employed RS-232 and RS-422 formats).

The control board is powered with 24-VDC power which the heliostat's power conditioning
subsystem is equipped to rectify from 110-AC power. AC power is also rectified to provide
90-VDC power to drive the 90-VDC, 1/4-HP motors.

2. Operational Experience and Performance Evaluation4

2,1, Heliostat Control System
The evaluation period prcved invaluable as a framework for identifying problems and
making design and component changes to the control system, particularly the heliostat
control board.

The control board was replaced several times over the evaluation period for a variety of
reasons. Three control boards were manufactured, and during the evaluation they were
used alternately while the current failed board was evaluated and repaired. The benefit to
SAIC's design/development effort was substantial.

There were frequent over-design currents in the drive circuitry since the drive motors drew
more current at the design load than originally specified,5 and we were frequently required
to change the drive circuit's 10-amp fuses. On one occasion, the fusing did not prevent
the failure of one of the drive circuits on the board.

Toward the end of the evaluation period we experienced a failure of the serial interface
between the PC and the controller. Because of the difficulty in fixing it, we simply replaced
the RS-232 interface with an RS-422 interface.

Although the menu-type design of the heliostat control program was reasonable and was
well and logically organized, using it to control the heliostat was somewhat cumbersome
and awkward, primarily because of the length of time it took to move from one part of the
program to another. The program ran too slowly; one would expect that heliostat control
would prove to be inadequate for emergency operation. Movement within the menus to
and from the most frequently needed heliostat commands or control actions proved to be
very slow. The program's facility to permit the user to enter and change control
parameters is not protected against accidental entry of erroneous values. For example,
one can easily, by an accidental keystroke, make a blank entry into the linear-actuator
neutral position parameter entry table and a value of 0 is entered, which will effectively
cripple the module's focusing as the focus controller strives to retract the actuator past its
lower limit.

In fairness, it should be noted that had the control program been implemented directly on
the control board's own processor as originally planned, heliostat control operation would

4A "Summaryof the ProblemsEncounteredWhileOperatingthe Heliostat"is providedinan
appendixto thisreportas is a "Summaryof the OperationsandTest Log." Theseare sourcesof
additionaldetailsregardingtheO & Mexperiencegainedwiththe SAICdual-elementstretched-
membraneheliostat.

5SAICdidnot receivethe motorsfromthe manufactureruntilafterthe controlboardshadalready
been built.



probably have been much faster. As it was, the PC program was required to translate all
user-commands into motor-drive or other machine instructions, and this seriously bogged
down the execution time. In the commercial design this processing would take place on-
board and the communication time between the PC and the controller would be
considerably compressed.

In addition to that, the control program supplied by SAIC had many functions and
capabilities which slowed its operation that would not be included in a commercial control
program, but were supplied to facilitate the evaluation of the heliostat.

2.2. Optical System

2.2.1. Operational Experience with Focus Controls

Controlof the mirrormodules'focusingfunctionsis mediatedbythe heliostatcontrol
programrunningon the personalcomputer. Adjustmentof the focusingparametersis
done from withinthat program.

The performancecharacteristicsof the focusingsystemwere establishedby meansof a
number of tests. The timerequiredto focusanddefocusthe individualmoduleswas found
to be 8 to 11 seconds;the time requiredto openor to closea module'sair valvewas
measured at 7 seconds. The time requiredfor the moduleto expel excessair from its
plenum (as the linearactuatorpushesthe rear membraneinwardto the neutralposition),
is dependent on user-defined software parameters and ranges from 30 to 45 seconds.

When the various software parameters that govern focusing were set properly, the
modules were able to maintain their focus for 25 to 55 minutes before a burp cycle
became necessary.

The adjustment of focus parameters (from within the control program) proved to be difficult
to master, and at times we were unsuccessful in obtaining a good focus. At times and for
reasons that were not apparent, our focusing adjustments resulted in very short burp
cycles. The fact that different units are employed within the control program to display
LVDT and the linear actuator positions contributed to the difficulties.

On several occasions when the focusing parameters were improperly set, the control
system got stuck in a loop in which the controller would repeatedly attempt to drive the
rear membrane past its forward or rear limit of travel. We were never able to identify the
precise cause of this problem. However, when properly adjusted, the focusing subsystem
performed acceptably, producing a well-focused beam.

Some mechanical problems were encountered with the focusing subsystem during the
evaluation period. The LVDT's mechanism was found to be vulnerable to moisture if not
properly sealed after maintenance. On one occasion a linear actuator stuck in its fully
retracted position and had to be replaced. On a separate occasion the over-temperature
cut-off switch of the electronic actuator for the air valves on one of the modules was
tripped and remained closed. The module was unable to focus, and it took a long time to
discover the problem because we believed the heliostat control program was accurately
displaying the status of the valves (open or closed) of the valve. In fact, the focus
controller does not sense valve position but displays the condition to which it has
commanded the valve.



2.2.2. Beam Quality Evaluation

The term "beam quality" refers to the optical performance characteristics of a solar
collector. The optical performance of the SAIC dual-element heliostat was evaluated
using a beam characterization system (termed the BCS), which is a flux measurement
system developed at Sandia's National Solar Thermal Test Facility [6]. A single BCS
measurement is made by capturing and digitizing an image of the collector beam while it is
being tracked on a large, fixed, flat target located on the vertical north-facing wall of the
(test facility's) solar tower. The target is a white Lambertian (diffusely reflective) surface
that reflects the beam uniformly. As a result, the distribution of light intensities in the
image captured by the BCS camera is linearly proportional to the collector flux distribution
itself. There is a flux gauge embedded in the target that provides a single absolute
measure of flux intensity at one point in the beam. When analyzing the BCS image, this
flux measure is employed to obtain an approximate flux conversion factor so that the pixel
levels in the BCS image can be converted into flux intensity levels.

The BCS produces flux maps of a solar collector beam with a resolution as good as 1%
and a measurement uncertainty of 5% or less for the relative flux distribution. The
accuracy of the BCS's measures for the absolute flux level at any point in the beam is 6%
at best and as good as 15% in most cases. This error estimate applies to flux levels at
any particular point in the beam as well as to the total power in it. The measurement error
varies depending on a range of variables [6], though the greatest error source is the
measurement uncertainty of the flux gauges.

The system's image analysis capabilities make it a useful tool for examining and analyzing
many aspects of solar collector performance, including dynamic effects over the course of
a day or during windy conditions.

The BCS does not provide a measure of collector slope error,6 but the collector's optical
performance can be modeled (using HELIOS) [7]. By comparing the actual flux map of
the beam of a single stretched-membrane module with that predicted by the model, one
obtains an estimate of the combined effect of average surface slope error and small-scale
surface errors. That procedure was employed in the evaluation of the SAIC dual-element
stretched-membrane heliostat and produced an estimated value of 0.8 mr for these
combined mirror slope errors for a single module.7 We made no uncertainty analysis of
these resultsnorobtaineda second independentmeasureor estimatethat couldbe
employedfor comparison. Nonetheless, the estimate does provide an indication of that
the collector surface slope errors are well below the DOE program's second generation
heliostat specifications, which specify the theoretical beam shape plus a 1.4 mr fringe or
error [2].

Sample Measurement of Beam Produced by Optimally-Canted Mirror Modules

The focusing subsystem demonstrated the capability of producing well-focused, high-
quality beams. The heliostat's noontime performance on day 224 in 1992 is depicted

6Thecombinedeffectof average(rootmeansquared)surfaceslopeerrorand small-scaleslope
errors(sometimereferredto as"waviness").

7InHELIOS,for sinp_gLe_heliostatmodeling,the inputparameteris theoverallcollectorslopeerrorand
is intendedto includemirror-modulepointingerror. Thus,for thisanalysiswe modeledjust a oneof
the modulesandfixedthe pointingerrorat zero.



graphically in Figure 3 with a contour plot which maps the flux distribution of the collector
beam. This image was taken several days after the mirror modules had been recanted so
that we could obtain data on the heliostat performance in a condition of zero mirror canting
error. _ With the two modules' beams fully overlapped, the peak flux in the beam was 13.8
(+/-1.4) kW/m 2, the beam's total power was 61 (+/- 6) kW. All flux in the beam having an
intensity equal to or greater than 10% of the peak flux was contained within a circle (the
black circle shown in the figure) having a diameter of 14 mr. (For comparison purposes, the
nominal angular size of
the sun itself is 9.3

mr). Given the Figure 3: Contour Plot of Optimal Heliostat Beam
insolation level at the
time of this Peak Flux: 13.9 +/- 1.4 kW/m 2

measurement (0.878 Total Power: 61 +/-6 kW
kW/m2), the Direct Normal Insolation: 0.878 +/- 0.04 kW/m 2
normalized power Contour Code: Diameter of Black Outer Circle: 14 mr
produced by the
heliostat was 69 kW Color: Flux level

which is 0.71 kW per (kW/m2):
square meter of Inner:
collection area. This red: 13.9

yellow 12.5 - 13.8
single BCS flux map blue 11.1 - 12.4 ,_,-.

theeXemplifieS'bestopticalPerhaps' green 9.7- 11.0 _,z_light blue 8.3- 9.6 _

Iperformance of the Outer: _1
heliostat since the red 7.0- 8.2 '
beams of the two yellow 5.6- 6.9 ....
modules are tightly blue 4.2 - 5.5
overlapped. The green 2.8- 4.1
balance of the beam light blue 1.4- 2.7
quality evaluation was
done with the modules

in their original canted condition, and the results of are presented below.

All-Day Beam Quality Measurements

In order to fully characterize the performance of the SAIC heliostat, an all-day beam quality
test was performed using the BCS. This test involves taking and analyzing BCS images of
the collector beam at frequent intervals over the course of a day. This test was performed
over several days during the period of July 16 - 22, 1992. Figure 4 is a representative
selection of contour plots of the BCS images of the heliostat beams. The contours in each
individual plot are scaled to the highest flux level in that image. There are ten contours: the
lowest (light blue) represents all flux that is 10 - 20% of the peak, the second contour
(green) is 20 - 30% of the peak; and so forth. The 10:55 a.m. image includes a 10 mr scale
of the angular width of the beams (the same scale is applicable to all of the images).

8This second canding of the heliostat was done at solar noon.



Figure 4: All-Day Optical Performance

(note scale in 4th image)

The mirror modules were canted (aimed at a common point of the flux target) in mid-
January at about 2.5 hours before solar noon.

Day 204 at 7:45 A.M. Day 204 at 8:19 A.M. Day 199 at 10:02 A.M.
Peak Flux: 3.34 kW/m 2 Peak Flux: 4.5 kW/m 2 Peak Flux: 6.65kW/m 2
Total Power: 34.2 kW Total Power: 42.3 kW Total Power: 55.2 kW

DNI: 0.565 kW/m 2 DNI: 0.665 kW/m 2 DNI: 0.828 kW/m 2

Day 204 at 10:55 A.M. Day 204 at 12:04 P.M. Day 199 at 1:10 P.M.
Peak Flux: 7.08 kW/m 2 Peak Flux: 6.90 kW/m 2 Peak Flux: 6.75 kW/m 2
Total Power: 56.6 kW Total Power: 61.4 kW Total Power: 61.8 kW

DNI: 0.851 kW/m 2 DNI: 0.879 kW/m 2 DNI: 0.904 kW/m 2

Width of Scale (for all images):
10mr

Day 198 at 2:17 P.M. Day 202 at 3:07 P.M. Day 202 at 4:10 P.M.
Peak Flux: 6.26 kW/m 2 Peak Flux: 6.17 kW/m 2 Peak Flux: 5.21 kW/m 2
Total Power: 59.8 kW -Iotal Power: 55.5 kW Total Power: 48.8 kW

DNI: 0.891 kW/m 2 DNI: 0.874 kW/m 2 DNI: 0.786 kW/m 2
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An analysis of the BCS data provided estimates of the total power, the peak flux, and the
beam diameter for each BCS image obtained. These test results are plotted together in
Figure 5. Color coding has been used to differentiate the four test days.

In the four hour-period centered around solar noon the average total power produced by
the heliostat was 60 +/6 kW with an average insolation level of 0.88 +/- 0.04 kW/m2.
When normalized to "one sun" (1.0 kW/m2) this yields an average noontime performance
of 68.2 kW of total power or 0.70 kW per square meter of heliostat collector area. The
average peak flux during the same four-hour period was 6.5 +/- 0.6 kW/m2. (We did not
normalize this performance figure with respect to the heliostat's cosine losses, but in this
evaluation the point on the elevation axis half-way between the heliostat's two mirror
modules was located 50.3 m west, 249 m north, and 18.6 m below the beam tracking
aimpoint.)

Figure 5:
Results of All-Day Beam Quality Tests
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Mirror Pointing Errors and Module Canting Strategy
If a heliostat's mirror modules subtend a large angle, relative to the angular size of the
solar receiver for which they are intended, then the canting or aiming of the modules is a
design consideration with added significance. If the canting of the mirrors is performed
only once (when the heliostat is first erected), then the modules' geometry is fixed. The
receiver-to-heliostat-to-sun geometry, however, is not fixed, but varies with the sun
azimuth and elevation angle over the course of the day and with the earth's declination
angle over the course of the year. Consequently, the relative position of the module
beams on the receiver will vary and the beams will generally not coincide. This constitutes
a form of mirror pointing error. In the case of a heliostat with two circular, 8 m diameter
modules, the year-long average angular separation of the beams will be considerable and
is likely to be a much larger contributor to overall collector beam slope error than are the
surface slope errors.

The mirror modules of the SAIC dual-element heliostat have manually-adjustable canting
and were initially canted by the manufacturer at approximately two to three hours before
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solar noon in mid-January of 1991. The consequences of this non-optimal canting were
evident when the all-day beam quality test was performed in mid-July 1992. The module
beams did not overlap one another (Figure 4) and the peak flux levels observed (Figure 5)
corresponded to the flux produced by a single module.

To gauge the significance of the canting issue, an assessment was made of beam
separation during the all-day tests and the results are plotted in Figure 6. Over the course
of a (composite) day, the beam separation was smallest several hours before and after
solar noon. More significantly, the beam divergence increased in intervening four-hour
interval by 4.6 mr. In other words, had the beam divergence been zero at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m., then the maximum beam divergence would have occurred at noon and would have
had a magnitude of 4.6 mr. This result does not quantify with any precision the year-long
average beam divergence that can be expected in a two-module heliostat, but it does
provide a single sample of the approximate scale of the problem,

Some small deflection of the SAIC module support structure at increased heliostat
elevation angles is possible, and we performed no experiments to eliminate this as a
possible contributor to module beam separation. Because of the structural efficiency of
the module support trusses, we believe this effect would be minor or undetectable.

Attention will have to Figure 6: Canting-Related Mirror Pointing Error
be given to the canting Over the Course of a Day
strategyfor dual-
elementstretched-
membrane heliostats Date of Test: late July, 1992

in order to minimize Mirrormodulescanted inmidJan. 91(2-3 hr before solarnoon)16

the pointing error due 4.6mr = observed increase in beam divergence

to a fixed canting. An
analysis of this issue 12 •

is recommended and r_ • ;..._
"C" s

could be performed £ _. v _
using a heliostat '"
modeling tool such as 4
HELIOS. If that

analysis should 0 .................
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4indicate the need, a

means (manual or Hours from Solar Noon

motor-driven) of
adjusting the module aim points could be incorporated into the heliostat's design.

Optical Performance Under Windy Conditions

Elevated winds can be expected to have two effects on the heliostat's optical performance,
one due to the deflection of the solid members (the module support structure, the gear box
and the heliostat foundations) and the other due to the deflection of the module (the
support ring and the flexible reflective membrane itself). Deflection of the solid members
appeared to be the dominant cause of wind-induced beam movement and is what we
measured. Our examination of the wind effects test data for evidence of module ring and
surface deflectioq proved inconclusive.

12



Wind-Induced Beam Deflection

During the evaluation of the SAIC dual-element stretched-membrane heliostat, wind
effects tests were performed as wind conditions gave opportunity. As a result, twenty-
three wind events were recorded, each consisting of a sequential series of BCS images of
the heliostat solar beam on the BCS target.9 The events recorded the motion of the
heliostat beam on the receiver target during average wind speeds ranging from 13 to 31
mph. Images of the beam on the target were acquired at a rate of 0.1 seconds per image
in either full-resolution mode which yielded 48 images (a 4.8 second period) or in half-
resolution mode which yielded 200 images (a 20 second period).10 The peak-to-mean
ratio (the ratio of peak wind velocity to average wind velocity) in these observed events
ranged as high as 1.36 but in only four events was the ratio greater than 1.3. The wind
speed and wind direction (at a height of 10 m) were measured concurrently with the
capture of each image, and the heliostat's elevation and azimuth position were recorded to
permit computation of the wind's angle of attack. The angle of attack in this context
means the angle between the normal to the heliostat collection surface and the direction of
the wind. To facilitate a qualitative review of the events, they were grouped by angle of
attack (AOA), as per Table 1.

Table 1: Recorded Wind-Effects Events

Angle of Attack Wind Speed Number of Largest Average Largest
(degrees) Range Recorded Beam Deflection Observed Beam

(mph) Wind Events Observed (mr) Deflection (mr).....

29°- 34° 13- 25 4 2.0 7.6
.......

38° - 45° 16 - 25 4 3.1 8.5

80° - 91° 12 - 24 4 2.1 4.7
......

112° - 123° 15 - 28 6 2.0 3.4

126°- 144° 18- 31 5 2.5 5.5

Figure 7 graphs the increase in heliostat beam deflection with wind velocity. The angle of
attack of the wind for these four observations was between 29° and 34°. The plots of the
remaining four wind groups are provided for reference in an appendix to this report.

In all of the plots, the triangular data symbols represent the maximum beam deflection (in
milliradians) observed during the wind event, while the square symbols represent the
average deflection during the event. The straight lines are linear curve fits of the beam
deflections. The decision to use a straight line fit rather than a second-order fit was
arbitrary. No attempt was made to curve-fit the data in the 112° to 123° AOA range
because, for that collection of observations, there was no observable relation between the
beam deflections and the recorded wind speed.

9performanceof this test requirednotonlyelevatedwindsbutalsosunnyconditionsso that heliostat
beammotionon the targetcouldbe recordedwiththe BeamCharacterizationSystem'scamera.

10The maximumcapacityof theimagedigitizerboard'smemoryfor full and half-resolutionimagesis
48 and 200 images,respectively.
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Wind Effect for 29-34 Deg. AOA
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Figure 7: Wind Event Group I

Measurements of the total effects of structural deflection under windy conditions sucj_ests
that the SAIC heliostat conforms to the second generation heliostat specification [2]_
which proscribes a maximum wind-induced deflection of the reflective surface of 3.6 mr
RMS in a 27 MPH wind. Only once (in a 25-mph wind with an AOA of 33°) was the
average beam deflection observed to exceed 3.6 mr, and during that event the average
deflection was 3.73 mr. The average beam deflection observed in all the events recorded
in the 25 to 31 mph range (there were seven of them) was 1.9 mr.

Effects of Elevated Winds on the Stretched-Membrane Collector Surface

Unlike glass mirror modules, stretched-membranes can be deformed elastically. We
evaluated the heliostat beam image data obtained during wind events and found evidence
of only minor distortions of the membrane. But the conditions of the test did not permit us
to easily quantify these findings nor permit us to draw conclusions. The existing wind
effects data possibly retains some uncovered information regarding this effect.

11Itsworthnoting,however,that thesespecifications,writtenbeforethe adventof the streched-
membranetypeheliostats,cannotbe readilyappliedto them.
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2.3. Heliostat Drive System

2.3.1. Evaluation of Problems Affecting Tracking Performance

Three characteristicsof the trackingsubsystemwere foundto interactin a synergistic
fashionto produceextremelylargetrackingerrors12over the courseof onlya few hoursof
on-suntracking. The cause of the problemwas determinedto be the following:a) there
was free play inthe azimuthgear and a consequenttendencyof the azimuthdrive motor
to coast; b) in responseto the coasting,thedrive motortendedto reversedirections
frequently;and c) an artifactof the drivecontrolboard'sencodermotor-counterchip
caused it to losecountswheneverthe drivemotor'sdirectionwas reversed. A more
detailedexplanationof the problemis givenbelow.

Play In Azimuth Drive Gear & Resulting Drive-Motor Reversals

As a cost-savingsmeasure,Sandiaapprovedthe use for the SAIC heliostatof an existing
azimuth/elevationdriveunit,Peerless-Winsmith'sModel 1511. Unfortunately,a
substantialplay or free movement was observedinthe unit'sazimuthdriveduringthe
evaluationof the heliostat'strackingperformanceandthissignificantlyimpactedthe
heliostat'strackingaccuracy. A simpleset of tests indicatedthat for modesttorsional
inputsthe heliostatcouldbe made to rotatethroughan angularrangeof about4 mr. This
representsa significantsourceof randommovement,and,duringthe evaluationof the
heliostat'strackingaccuracy,effortswere made eliminatethe free play by pre-loadingthe
drivewitha pulleyandweightsystem.

(Peerless-Winsmithmanufacturedonlyabout750 drivesof thismodel,andthe later
versionsof the modelincludedan eccentricbearingring,whichmade it possibleto
eliminatethe sourceof thisplayby allowingadjustmentof the centerdistancebetweenthe
inputand outputgears.

As an ultimatesolutionto the backlashproblem,Winsmithproposesreplacingthe model
1151's azimuth(worm drive)withthe (planetarygear) azimuthdrive,whichis in the
WinsmithLow-CostDrive.

As a resultof the free playandthe absenceof a substantialpre-loadin thedual-element
heliostat'sazimuthdrive,the motorshaft tendedto continueto rotateafter itwas turned
off, and the desiredazimuthpositionwas frequentlyovershot. The controllerwouldthen
commandthe motorto drive backinthe oppositedirection.The overallresultwas
frequentmotorreversalsas the controlsystemstroveto reach thedesiredposition.

...TheRole of the Tracking Deadband

The tracking deadband is a user-set parameter in units of motor counts that defines the
permissible difference between the actual position of the drive motor and the position to
which it is being commanded, and the units employed for the deadband parameter are
motor revolutions or motor counts. When the heliostat is in a tracking mode, the controller
continually computes the difference between the actual drive position and the desired
position (based on computation of sun's position). When this difference exceeds the
tracking deadband for a drive, then the control program runs that drive.

12Themagnitudeof accumulatedtrackingerrorvariedbutfrequentlyexceeded10 mror moreafter
onlya fewhoursof on-suntracking.
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It is important to note that the tracking deadband imposes a limit of resolution for tracking
accuracy since the difference between the heliostat's actual and desired position can differ
by as much as the tracking deadband.

By experimentation, it was discovered that the hunting behavior of the controller could be
reduced (but not altogether eliminated) by increasing the azimuth tracking deadband to a
value of 6 motor counts, suggesting that the azimuth motor generally coasted less than
that amount. This solution, however, imposed a resolution limit on the controller of 2.1 mr
(0.35 mr per motor count).

Encoder Pulse Counter

During the investigation of the heliostat's poor on-sun tracking performance, a problem
that was yielding large errors in the controller's count of drive motor revolutions was
uncovered. The problem was in the programming (firmware) of the control-board's
encoder pulse-counting chip, which has the task of detecting and counting the pulses from
the Hall Effect encoder. The pulse counter program was designed to increment by one the
value in a memory location each time a pulse was detected. During a full revolution of the
drive motor shaft there were 240 such pulses generated. When a count of 240 was
reached, the subroutine increments the motor revolutions counter by one and reset the
pulse-count back to zero. Unfortunately, the program also reset the pulse-count memory
to zero whenever the direction of rotation of the shaft was reversed, a procedure that
resulted in the loss of some pulses. For example, if the pulse count were 209 when the
motor came to a stop and reversed its direction, then the value of 209 in the pulse count
memory location would be replaced with a zero, and that fraction of a revolution
[209/240thsof one motor revolution which for this heliostat equals 0.35 mr] would not be
passed on to the motor-revolutions counter.

Each reversal of the drive due to overshooting was accompanied by a corresponding loss
in pulse counts. Since the heliostat was being driven westward all day, the total number of
lost pulse counts would gradually build up, and the heliostat beam would gradually track
off to the east of its intended target.

A similar interaction occured in the elevation drive when the heliostat was close to its
horizontal (face-down) stow position. In this position there was very little load on the drive
motors, which resulted in coasting and searching and the attendant accumulation of error
in the elevation motor counts. Thus, frequent elevation drive motor reversals when the
heliostat was sent to a stow position also caused loss of motor counts and elevation
tracking errors.

Science Applications International Corporation has eliminated this flaw in the motor-
counting function for future heliostat control systems. The function will be implemented by
means of a single computer chip which will perform true quadrature encoder interpretation
and thus be able to maintain an accurate pulse count when motor direction is changed.

2.3.2. Other Tracking Experience

Motor-Mount Design

The positioningof the azimuthdrivemotor-mountdidnot permitthe use of a ratcheting
wrenchduringthe removalor installationof the drivemotor A minorchange inthe mount
design would greatly reduce the motor installation time in a commercial version of this
heliostat.
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Motor Encoders Output

Early in the evaluation, while troubleshooting heliostat tracking problems, it was
discovered that the encoder voltage signal did not conform to the stated specification and
as a result encoder pulses were not being detected and counted properly. SAIC modified
the encoder circuit in the motors to fix the problem.

Limit Switches

The design of the limit switches at each end of travel for each heliostat drive axis was such
that power to the affected drive was cut off completely if the heliostat exceeded the
permissible range of travel. The consequence of this was the frequent and unnecessary
task of manually actuating the affected drive to drive it off of the limit switch and restore
automatic power to the controller. To avoid this problem in the future, SAIC redesigned
the limit switch wiring so that power is cut off only in the direction of travel that is
exceeded, thereby allowing the heliostat to be backed off the limit switch without resorting
to manual operation.

2.3.3. Heliostat Tracking Accuracy

The problemsdescribedabovewere discoveredduringattemptsto measurethe all-day
trackingaccuracy of the heiiostat. Duringsuch all-daytrackingtests, the accumulated
trackingerrorof the heliostatwas observedto reach very large valuess_lohthat the
heliostatbeam wouldeventuallybe trackedcompletelyoffof the solartower. Although
increasingthe azimuthdeadband(as describedearlier)wasfoundto significantlyreduce
the magnitudeof trackingerror,consistentand satisfactorytrackingperformancewas
never achieved.

Once the sourceof the trackingdifficultyhadbeen identified(as describedabove), two
testswere employedto measure (withinthe constraintsimposedbythe above problems)
the repeatabilityandthe accuracyof the heliostattrackingsystem.

The testsevaluatedthesystem'sabilityto movethe heliostatawayfrom a given
(reference) positionandthen to returnto that position.Duringthe tests,a laserwas
mountedto the heliostatand aimedat a ground-mountedtarget;the heliostatwas then
placed inan arbitrarilyselectedreferenceposition.The laserbeamon the heliostatwas
aimed at the center of the targetandthen securedtightly(so that it wouldnot move
relativeto the heliostat).

In the firstof the tests, the heliostatwasthen commandedto driveaway fromthe
referencepositionby 30° inelevationand45° in azimuth. Then the heliostatwouldbe
commandedto returnto the referenceposition,after whichthe locationof the laserbeam
wouldbe noted(marked) on the fixed,ground-mountedtarget. The azimuthandelevation
trackingdeadbandvaluesemployedduringthe testwere 4 and 3, respectively. These
values imposeda combinedlimitof resolutionof 1.75 mr on the repeatabilitymeasurement
itself. A few motor reversals were observed during this test; its results provide a
conservative estimate of the heliostat's expected tracking accuracy in the absence of the
problems described earlier.

The results of the first repeatability test suggested that acceptable tracking performance
was likely if the problems described earlier (motor coasting, missed motor counts, etc.)
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were corrected. 13 In the test, the tracking system's repeatability was found to be as good
or better than the resolution imposed by the tracking deadband: in 10 trials of the test, the
average difference between the original (reference) position and the return position was
1.5 mr. (The measurement uncertainty for the return positions was 0.25 mr.)

In the second test, the same procedure as above was performed, except that the heliostat
was placed in the tracking mode for 30 minutes before being commanded to return to the
reference position. In this test the position error upon return to the reference position was
3.2 mr, providing evidence that lost motor counts were indeed accumulating during just a
short period of on-sun tracking.

2.4. Heliostat Parasitic Power Consumption

The tare input (AC) power to the heliostat with the controller up and running and the
heliostat in a ready, quiescent condition was measured at 35 (+/- 5) W. The power
required to run the personal computer was not included in this measure.

Input power for heliostat drive operation was measured Overportions of several days and
these measures produced an estimate of 500 - 525 WH for tracking operation over a 10-
hour day.

The focus subsystem's power consumption varied greatly depending on wind conditions.
We estimate that a total of 25 to 100 Watt-hours would be required to provide focusing of
the modules during ten hours of operation.

Based on these measurements, the total heliostat power consumption in a 10-hour day for
focusing and tracking is 600 to 675 WH.

3. Summary_

Except for all-daytracking,the heliostatproved capable of the basicoperationsand
capabilities it was designed to perform. The controller subsystem demonstrated the
concept and potential value of integrating tracking and focusing functions in a single
control board. The hail damage evident to the rear membrane after only three and a half
years demonstrated the great value of a face down stow capability.

!

It proved difficult to maintain the heliostat operational. SAIC responded quickly and
efficiently to help identify the cause of each problem, and made numerous improvements
in the design and the component selection.

Recommended design improvements, most of which were made by SAIC, include the
following:

1. Implement the control program directly on the control board's programmable CPU to
improve its functionality and make it "run" faster. (This was SAIC's original intent.)

2. Implement the limit switch circuit design so that drive power is cut off only in the
direction of travel that is exceeded.

3. Modify the azimuth drive motor mounts to facilitate motor removal for maintenance
and repair activities.

13Thesecondgenerationheliostatspecifications[1] that emergedfromthe DOEheliostat
developmentprogrampermitan RMSbeam-pointingerrorof 1.5mr.
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4. Use true quadrature encoder interpretation in the motor encoder pulse-counter to
help insure that an accurate motor pulse count is kept.

5. Take extra measures to insure waterproofing of the LVDT housing after maintenance
activities.

6. (SAIC is considering) the replacement of the module's butterfly valve with a blower,
which, by cycling on and off, would maintain the proper air volume in the plenum
while allowing the modules to remain focused. This would completely eliminate the
loss of beam power from those modules in the heliostat field which at any given time
are performing a burp cycle.

7. Explore the issue of optimal module canting. (It may be convenient to use an optical
peformance modeling code such as HELIOS.)

8. Consider the possibility of providing a motor-driven means of adjusting the canting of
one of the two mirror modules.
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Appendix A: Plots of Wind-Induced Heliostat Beam Deflections

Wind Effect for 38 TO 45 Deg. AOA
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Figure A. Wind Event Group 2
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Wind Effect for 112 TO 123 Deg. AOA
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Wind Effect for 126-144 Deg. AOA
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Appendix B: Summary of Problems Encountered While Operating
the Heliostat

Note: The notes summarized in the Name: Role:
followingtwoappendicescame from the

Roger Davenport SAIC engineerOperationsand Test Logwhichwas
keptoverthe courseof the heliostat Jake Van Der Geest Sandiatechnician
evaluationperiod. The persons
frequentlyreferredto are identifiedin Dan Alpert Sandia engineer
this table. JohnStrachan Sandia engineer

The comments and notes below regarding operational difficulties were extracted from the
Test and Operations Log

• 7/10/91: Heliostat was manually slewed down and east until both limit switches were
tripped. The display, however, did not display the "REF" message for either drive to
signals that its limit switch was tripped.

• New controller board installed 7/9/91 (at the SAIC-3 pedestal).

• At that time (7/91) there was a problem with the focus control for the right (west)
module: the linear actuator (?) would strike the membrane repeatedly, making a loud
thumping noise.

• 7/91: Fuses (2 amp, 250 V) in the EL and AZ drive circuits were blown and had to be
replaced. They were in the F1 location on the board.

• 7/91: Heliostat drives into the ED limit switch when sent to stow, despite adjustments
made to stow position parameter.

• A discrepancy between actual and specified drive motor voltage characteristics
resulted in erroneous motor counts by the encoder. Result was inability to track
accurately. 1/15/92: From a memo to Dan Alpert, "Roger Davenport of SAIC notified
me yesterday that he is shipping to us the drive motors for their dual-element,
stretched-membrane heliostat. They had been troubleshooting them, attempting to
determine why the heliostat controller was unable to track properly. They located what
they think is the cause of the trouble in the Hall-effect encoders of the motors."

• 3/92: Trouble shooting failed controller board (elevation drive circuit)

* control board was replaced sometime around 3/8.

• 3/92: Problems w/focus control prevented BQ testing in mid March and early April.

Comment: Problems with the focus control included the difficulty of adjusting the various
parameters. Add these to actual problems with the controls & hardware itself.

• 4/3/92: "Problems w/focus control prevented BEAM QUALITY testing..." (entry made
4/12)

• 4/12/92: Blown fuse for linear actuator circuit discovered and replaced.
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• 4/12/92: Only manual focusing of modules is possible; this problem disappeared after
a new control board was installed on 4/17.

• 4/17/92: "Newly repaired control board was installed. LVDT circuitry on the 'old' board
was _ working. New board works fine. Focus & tracking functions seem
operative..."

• 6/16/92: "Discovered blown azimuth drive circuit fuse & replaced same."

• 6/92: Log notes indicate we were still observing the problem of"thumping" of the
modules during attempts of the controls to focus.

• 6/26/92: Butterfly valves were stuck closed due to the tripping of a reset switch for the
valves. Problem was solved when same was reset.

• 6/26/92: Above problem was _ detected immediately, because there is no feedback
to the control system on the valve's actual position (open or close).

• 6/26/92: Jake observed that the left linear actuator would "freeze" or stick and become
immobile when commanded to the extreme extended position. That actuator was
replaced on this date with one "found" on a shelf in our lab (Bldg. 9981).

• 7/1/92: Azimuth drive motor was replaced; the encoder was suspected of causing
severe tracking error.

• 7/6/92: Elevation drive circuit fuse (8 amp) replaced.

• 7/9,10/92: Tracking difficulties prompted the replacement of the control board on the
9th. However, problems with the elevation drive circuitry on the "new" board led to it
being replaced on the 10th with the "old" board.
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Appendix C: Summary of Test and Operations Log

• An acceptance testwas performedinthe springof 1991. The heliostatprovedcapable
of performing the most basic heliostatoperations although it could not consistently
track its beam accurately on a target.

• Although a substantial amount of operation and evaluation occurred before
September, 1991, it wasn't until then that systematic test and evaluation began. The
test and operations log was begun in that month (9/91).

• A new controller board was installed 7/9/91 at the SAIC-3 pedestal. At that time there
was a problem with the focus control for the right (west) module: a loud thumping noise
was observed when attempting to focus the module; it appeared that the linear
actuator was repeatedly striking the membrane.

The first BCS measurements were made at that time and stored in file G1921529.DAT
& *.WK1.

7/12-17/91:

• Fuses (2 amp, 250 V) in the elevation (EL) and azimuth (AZ) drive circuits were blown
and had to be replaced. They were in the F1 location on the board.

• Heliostat drives into the EL limit switch when sent to stow. We attempted to fix the
problem by changing the EL stow parameter in motor counts. However, the result
observed was that the EL drive would drive into the limit switch, located at about -80°
to -85°, even though the display console indicated the position to be -65°.

• Track trimming and quantitative tracking evaluation on 7/16 indicated the beams drifted
away from their aim point by 3 to 5 m (slant range is about 300 m, so drift is on the
order of 10 mr) over a two or three hour period. (Remember, Strachan was doing a
sequence involving using the TRIM command to get the beam to the aim point, then a
counter reset command (TC) to zero out the motor counts. This is the procedure for
zeroing out heliostat drive encoder error.)

• Pedestal tilt error measurements 7/16 & 7/17:

• TRIM and counter reset around solar noon on 7/16 and then again at around 9 a.m. on
the 17th. After that, AZ and EL position data pairs were taken. The actual AZ/EL
position with the heliostat in auto track on the BCS target, and then the actual AZ/EL
position after the heliostat had been manually moved (using TRIM command) to
accurately position the beam onto the BCS aim point., i.e., the difference between
these two AT_JELmeasurements is the tracking error at that moment in time.

Davenport did a least-squares curve fit to pedestal tilt data which was measured
directly with an inclinometer (and not the above tilt data).

• Date - mid-1991 Davenport came out to the NSTTF for several days to, among other
things: (a) trouble shoot the focus control (he replaced a water-damaged spring in the
linear actuator); and (b) replace the heliostat control computer (upgrade to a faster
machine).

• 1/15/92: From a memo to Dan Alpert: "Roger Davenport of SAIC notified me
yesterday that he is shipping to us the drive motors for their dual-element, stretched-
membrane heliostat. They had been troubleshooting them, attempting to determine
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why the heliostat controller was unable to track properly. They located what they think
is the cause of the trouble in the Hall-effect encoders of the motors.

• 1/30/92: Sam Dunkin and John Strachan inspected the LVDT for the left module, and
found it to be in good working condition. They verified the LVDT position (as reported
from the control program) for various (manually adjusted) positions of the LVDT shaft.
The log records a sequence used for tuning the focus control

• 2/26 & 27/92: "Test days...Iost...due to drive controls problem (see note of 3/2/92)."

• 3/2/92: "Trouble shooting failed controller board (elevation drive ci','cuit)"

• control board was replaced sometime around 3/8.
• problems w/focus control prevented beam quality testing in mid-March and early

April.

Comment: Problems with the focus control included the difficulty of adjusting the
various parameters. Add these to actual problems with the controls & hardware itself.

• 3/4/92 (date approximate) control board replaced.

• 3/13/92: "Problems w/focus control prevented BEAM QUALITY testing..." (entry made
4/12)

• 3/17/92: Went through careful, detailed adjustment of the settings for the focus
control.

• 4/3/92: "Problems w/focus control prevented BEAM QUALITY testing..." (entry made
4/12)

• 4/12/92: Blown fuse for linear actuator circuit discovered and replaced.

• 4/12,17,22/92: Wind effects data obtained and stored in WIND EFFECTS 02 and the
Bernoulli labeled "BCS & Splitter" (then to be copied to WIND EFFECTS 03). The file
names are G104hhhh.dat & *.prn (hhhh=time) Note: no NIP data during these tests.

• 4/15,17,20,21,22/92: Beam Quality testing performed. Tables of times and sun
positions given in log. Filenames are G106hhhh.DAT, etc. hhhh=military time of BEAM
QUALITY measurement.

• 4/17/92: "Newly repaired control board was installed. LVDT circuitry on the 'old' board
was not working. New board works fine. Focus & tracking functions seem
operative..."

• 4/21/92: During BEAM QUALITY testing, the tracking position required "trimming"
several times by large amounts (11 & -3 mr in the morning, and 4 & -0.5 mr in the mid-
afternoon). It isn't clear from the log whether the TC (counter reset) command was
used after the initial TRIM operation.

• 4/22/92: "At noon the right module developed an inability to fully focus. After an hour
of experiment and investigation, the following conclusions:

1. Linear actuator unable to retract far enough to focus the module.
2. The (retract) limit is encountered at 400 (in linear actuator position feedback units).
3. Manual commanding of the linear actuator (LA) confirms that you cannot move the LA

below the 424 position (even though the retract parameters "retract burp" and "retract
limit" are 225 and 200, respectively.
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• Notes on Trouble-shooting of Right Module Focus:

1. Used command for manual movement of LA (FRMxxxx) to determine extreme
retract and extend positions (350 & 1210, respectively).

2. Neutral position calculated as 860, i.e. (350+5/9"(1210-350).
3. Reset the focus position to that value, and then adjusted (gradually reduced) that

value with the beam on the target.

• 4/22/92: Wind effects data taken with wind speeds in 14 to 25 mph range. Data
stored on Bernoulli's "Wind Effects 03" and "... 04".

• 6/10/92: New aim points established (by Jake) for BCS, BOTS, and UHCS. (see page
27 of log)

• 6/12/92: "At tracking position 161.18 in AZ we lost ability to move in AZ; EL still OK".

• 6/_,6/92: "Discovered blown azimuth drive circuit fuse & replaced same."

• 6/16/92 through 6/23/92 (& beyond): Extensive trouble shooting & "getting
acquainted" with the focus control system.

• Hypothesis: It may be that the thumping observed so often in the focus control is
caused by the control system improperly and repeatedly commanding the linear
actuator to extend past the extend limit. It may be that the focus command "asks" for
LA movement until the LVDT reading reaches the desired value which corresponds to
"focused," regardless of the position of the LA During the execution of the focus
command, the actual position of the LA is not observed by the program and as a result
some mechanical limit is reached which produces the observed noise. Somehow, at
this point, the result is a loop in which this happens repeatedly.

• 6/25/92: Butterfly valves discovered in fixed open position due to a "tripped" reset
switch, which had to be reset manually before valves would open and close again.
(May have been caused by excess heating brought on by excessive exercising of
same.) This uncovered the fact that from the computer control console, the true status
of the butterfly valve (closed versus open) is not displayed.

• 6/25/92:55 mph winds; no wind effects data taken.

• 6/26/92: Left module linear actuator replaced. A problem encountered afterwards: the
LA would stop when at approximate positions 460 & 1060 even though it hadn't
reached the commanded position and there would be a 'whirring' sound. The LA
would go no further but could be made to go in the opposite direction.

• 6/29/92: Extensive evaluation of the focus cycles. Also some important ¢omme_nts
about difficulties when attempting to get accurate tracking of beams on the BCS target.

• 6/30/92: Repeated attempts to track the BCS target are documented. Problem is
assumed to be backlash. However, Davenport suggests problem may be azimuth
motor encoder.

• 7/1/92: Azimuth motor replaced. VanDerGeest notes: "(It is) very difficult to get to the
motor mounts. They should be larger and further away from the housing so that you
can get to the bolts with a ratchet."

• 7/2/92: Substantial drift in the azimuth beam position was observed (despite
replacement of suspected AZ drive motor encoder).
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• 716192:Pedestal tilt data taken. EL drive fuse replaced.

• 7/9/92: Elevation drive fuse blown again. Heliostat control board replaced at 1 p.m.
Several elevation drive fuses and one azimuth drive fuse were blown while driving the
heliostat to various positions.

• 7/10/92: "The 0.5 ohm resistor above the elevation drive's 8 amp fuse was extremely
hot yesterday in the p.m.... was overloaded..." The old control board that was
removed on 7/9 was replaced. The "new" board was shipped back to SAIC.

• 7/10/92: Pedestal tilt data taken.

• 7113192through 7120192:Beam Quality data taken on days 14, 16, 17, 20, and 22 of
July. Files are G196 through G204.

• 7121192:"Calculated slew rates"

• 7/22/92: Jake determined the locations of the limit switches.

• 8/4/92: Jake entered the pedestal tilt correction angles (alpha, beta, and gamma) into
the heliostat control program.

8/6,7/92 Jake did counter resets and then commanded the heliostat to auto-track (TA).
On both dates he noted that azimuth trimming war required to get the beam onto the
BCS target. The amounts of AZ Trim were -10,-5, and -23 mr. Unfortunately, Jake
does not indicate in the log whether or not he reset the motor counter after this (by
using the TC command).

• 8/7/92: Modules canted (see p. 47 of log).

• 8/11/92: Beam quality data taken. It shows the convergence of the module beams at
noon, but a greater divergence away from noon than experienced prior to the re-
canting of the modules. Automatic tracking of the heliostat on the BCS target
continues to incur very large errors, particularly in azimuth.

• 3/16/93: Jake prepared for Operational Test,_in July 1992, and completed some of
those tests. Results are in the "SAIC-3 Test Data" notebook. As part of same, he
prepared a test procedure for measuring drive power consumption, but the test has not
yet been performed.
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